Contemporary Aesthetics:
We take pride in being at the forefront of quality and
innovation, by continuously investing in research to refine
and develop building materials that are stronger, lighter
and ultimately more viable for construction. So, whatever
your imagination conceives, COLORBOND® steel can be
the material of your choice.

(SRI - 92)

(SRI - 87)
Surfmist

Durability
The high strength of the base steel and
the superior paint system combined with
outstanding corrosion resistance from
the metallic coating make it suitable for
application even in harsh industrial and marine
environments.

Colour Range

Dover White*

COLORBOND® steel is ultimate solution
for beauty and design flexibility without
compromising durability. The distinctive
structure surface to enhance the prestigious
appearance of your building with remarkable
effects.

Tale Grey*

Light Ivory*

Burnt Almond*

Cool Comfort

knows no boundaries

The evolution of complex structural designs has created an
increasing need for superior building materials. With COLORBOND®
steel, you are assured of a sustainable partner that will take your
designs from concept to reality.

(SRI - 45)

(SRI - 75)

Gull Grey*

Windspray*

Beige*

(SRI - 44)

(SRI - 41)

Pale Eucalypt

Aquamarine

(SRI - 46)

(SRI - 37)

Sky Blue

Toba Blue

Sand Beige*

Autumn Green*

(SRI - 40)
Traffic Green* Environmental
Green*

Traffic Blue*

Mist Green*

(SRI - 27)

(SRI - 38)

Torres Blue

Headland

Assured Performance
The legendary lifespan of COLORBOND® steel is
a result of decades of performance monitoring,
under various environmental conditions.
Strong, secure & energy smart, COLORBOND®
steel is a tried & tested product that delivers
outstanding performance under severe climatic
situations.

Build your

IMAGINATION

A surety of Genuineness
(SRI - 25)
Basalt*

Charcoal Grey*

Iron Stone*

Cottage Green

Manor Red*

Spectrum Series

COLORBOND® steel is supplied with a brand
mark at regular intervals on the backer coat side
of the strip; an assurance of the highest quality
backed by a team of qualified and experienced
personnel.

Environment Friendly
Silver
Mirror*

Sky Ridge*

Champagne
Gold*

Copper*

Pebble
Grey*

Pearl
Dark Grey

Note : These colour shades are only for reference. Due to printing limitations, the colour shades may vary.
*Non Standard Color

The paint system of COLORBOND® steel does
not contain Lead, making it a suitable option for
water harvesting. Other environment friendly
attributes include recyclability and reusability.
COLORBOND® steel is recognised by CII Indian Green Building Council (IGBC) as Green Product
in Green Building Ratings
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IMAGINATION

(SRI - 69)

COLORBOND® steel is incorporated with
THERMATECH™ solar reflectance technology,
that helps reduce cooling energy consumption
and offers greater thermal comfort inside the
building.

FLEXIBILE
AESTHETIC

CONTEMPORARY
DURABLE

